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Abstract: The period around 1500 was a remarkable age of global exploration,
discovery, and mapping. The early 2000s bear some similarities to that expansive
time, but now on the scale of the Solar System. Much of exploration geophysics has
been dedicated to probing the Earth’s subsurface in the quest for energy and
materials. Considerable prosperity has followed. Now, a burgeoning satellite, space
station, and planetary exploration set of activities is fueling substantial engineering
and scientific advancement along with considerable further understanding of our
world and its neighborhood. A vibrant space economy is developing. Much of this
work has geoscientific goals along with its economic objectives. Geophysical
techniques are a key part of many space missions to the Moon, Mars, and beyond.
Private and public space companies are also increasing in numbers, funding, and
activity. We anticipate human habitation on other planetary bodies in the near
future. Thus, as a profession of explorers and developers, there is a compelling
opportunity for geophysics to expand its scope in planetary science and the next
phase of human development. This talk summarizes some of the current space (that
zone above about 100 km) activities, how applied geoscience is and can be involved,
and some of the fascinating places where we’re going.
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